Comparing coding between interventional radiologists and hospital coding departments
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Purpose: The purpose of this audit was to assess whether there was a difference in the health care resource groups coding and subsequent reimbursement of interventional radiology cases, depending on whether the coding was carried out by a clinician or an administrator in the coding department.

Methodology: A retrospective analysis was undertaken of 137 consecutive patients who had therapeutic endovascular procedures in our Trust from 2005–2007. Six patients were excluded due to lack of data. The audit was carried out at a single center. A single clinician, under the supervision of a consultant interventional radiologist, proceeded to code the procedure after referring to the patient’s radiology report and notes.

Findings: The error rate by part of the coding department in terms of assessing nonelective versus elective procedures was 7%. This had lead to a £2,352 excess charge on the part of the coding department. Additionally, there were errors in a further 19 procedures (15%), in which vascular stents had been inserted during the procedure but had not been coded for. The stent usage had not been recognised by the coding administrators in their evaluation, and this equipment-based undercoding resulted in underpayment by the patient’s primary care trust of £11,153.

Originality/value: This is the first published audit of coding in interventional radiology in the UK. Coding in complex subspecialties like vascular interventional radiology requires more clinical input and engagement to ensure the case complexity is accurately reflected in the codes assigned and in the subsequent reimbursement.
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Introduction

In April 2004 the UK Department of Health (DH) introduced new reforms proposing payment by results (PBR). Using this system, health care providers are reimbursed by levels of activity (number of cases) adjusted for by case mix (complexity and variety of cases) instead of block contracts.¹

The new payment system uses health care resource groups (HRGs) as a measure of the care, based on both the diagnosis and the complexity of treatment. The HRGs are similar to those used in Europe, North America, and Australia. Their purpose is to group together similar clinical treatments which should cost an equivalent amount to deliver. This system aims primarily to provide a structure of a national fixed tariff, with a secondary aim to improve productivity and increase capacity throughout the NHS. An individual tariff, representing the average cost of a procedure, is assigned to each hospital episode to be funded by the patient’s primary care trust (PCT).²
HRG codes are combined from a combination of diagnostic (ICD 10) and procedure (OPS) codes which are derived from the patient’s records. The consequence of a patient being given the wrong OPS code will result in an incorrect HRG code and therefore an incorrect tariff payment.3

The difficulty in the PBR system is that in some cases, the HRG codes are extremely broad (and in some cases outdated) and do not allow for finer discrimination between complex procedures. For example, within the rapidly evolving subspecialty of vascular interventional radiology, there are currently only two HRG codes presently in use to describe, categorise, and provide reimbursement for all procedures:

Q12 for therapeutic endovascular procedures.

Q14 for diagnostic radiology.

Also, certain medical devices used in interventional radiology, such as carotid, iliac, and renal stents, attract additional payment over and above the tariff, to cover the device costs.4

Purpose
The purpose of this audit was to assess whether there was any difference in the coding and subsequent reimbursement of interventional radiology cases depending on whether the coding was carried out by clinicians or by administrators in the coding department. The identification of the rate of discrepancies, and the subsequent difference in reimbursement, between the two sets of coders were defined as the two endpoints of the audit.

Methodology
A retrospective audit was undertaken of 137 consecutive procedures which had therapeutic endovascular procedures (coded as HRG Q12) in our Trust from 2005–2007. Six patients were excluded due to lack of data. The audit was carried out at two hospital sites within the same National Hospital Service (NHS) trust. A clinician training in radiology (NK), under the direct supervision of a consultant interventional radiologist (JC), proceeded to code the procedure after referring to the patient’s report and notes. The clinical coder (NK) was blinded to the results of the nonclinical coder’s assessment of the coding for each case.

Data for clinical coding was obtained from both a review of the patient’s radiology request card and a review of the case notes, and the procedure was categorized as elective or nonelective based on the information available. The clinical coder had the same sources and opportunities for information extraction (the case notes) as the original nonclinical coders.

Information was obtained from the hospital coding department about the HRG code assigned to the patients by the nonclinical coders and the charge made through the hospital finance department to the Primary Care Trust.

Findings
A total of 137 consecutive patients were identified who had therapeutic endovascular procedures (HRG Q12) between April 2005 and March 2008 at two hospital sites within the same NHS trust.

The HRG code and tariff for elective and nonelective procedures as defined by the Department of Health is shown in Table 1.

Table 2 summarizes the results of the audit and discrepancies between clinical and nonclinical coders.

Overall, the error rate in terms of defining the urgency of the procedures (elective versus nonelective) was 7% on the part of the coding department, for the cases which had been assigned tariffs of HRG Q12. Nine out of 131 cases had been coded incorrectly: four nonelective cases had been categorized as emergencies, and five elective cases had been categorized as nonelective. This had lead to a £2,352 excess charge on the part of the coding department.

Additionally, there were errors in the nonclinical coding of a further 19 procedures (15%). Although correctly coded as HRG Q12, vascular stents inserted during the procedure had not been included by the nonclinical coders. The stents represent additional equipment usage, which attracts reimbursement at an average cost of about £500 + VAT, and would have resulted in underpayment by the fundholder, the PCT, of £11,153.

Discussion: value of findings
Previous audits of coding have shown a wide variety of error rates when the performance of a nonclinical coder has been compared to that of a clinician. This does raise the salient and highly debatable point of who is correct? In the United Kingdom, it is often implicitly assumed to be the clinician, while in the literature from the United States, in contrast, clinician coding performance is generally judged against the

Table 1 HRG code and tariff for therapeutic endovascular procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HRG code</th>
<th>HRG name</th>
<th>Elective spell tariff (£)</th>
<th>Nonelective spell tariff (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q12</td>
<td>Therapeutic Endovascular Procedures</td>
<td>1,108</td>
<td>3,460</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: HRG, health care resource groups.
professional nonclinical coder, who is deemed to represent the gold standard.

Within the UK-based literature, there are a number of audits carried out in recent years from subspecialties in which the performance of clinical coders is compared with nonclinical coders. A large, recent, coding audit of 1250 otolaryngology inpatient and day-surgery cases demonstrated coding errors in 24.1% of cases (301/1250), which may reflect the variety and complexity of the case mix of the cases examined in that paper. Of interest, the total cost of maintaining a clinician-coder was 4.8 times lower than the income regained through the double-reading process, suggesting that it may well be worthwhile financially for trusts to engage and support clinicians’ involvement in coding.6

Another recent UK-based audit comparing clinical and nonclinical coding of consecutive major head and neck operations over a 3-month period demonstrated similar discrepancies. The number of procedure codes generated initially by the clinical coders was 99, whereas the revised coding generated 146. Of the original codes, 47 of 99 (47.4%) were incorrect. In 19 of the 34 cases reviewed (55.9%), the HRG code remained unchanged, thus resulting in the correct payment. Six cases were never coded, equating to £15,300 of underpayment.7

In a coding audit carried out analyzing 276 day case ENT patients, coding errors or discordance occurred in 89 patients, (32% of the total number). Of these episodes the new revised coding based on the clinician’s assessment attracted a higher tariff in 67 (75%) cases.3

With regard to the coding of interventional radiology procedures, there have been no published audits from the UK to date. In the US, where accurate coding has long been perceived as vital, and nonclinical coders have their own career path and qualifications, coding is more of an exact science. In the United States, the ‘experts’ are usually deemed to be the nonclinical professional coders, whereas the practicing physician is the individual whose coding error rate is assessed. This approach to audit is exactly the opposite of that usually taken in the UK.

There have been several papers published from the US which assess the accuracy of radiologist coding of interventional radiology procedures, compared with expert (or nonclinical) coders.

A large study to evaluate the accuracy of current procedural terminology (CPT) coding for interventional radiology procedures, carried out in 2004, obtained information from 549 interventional radiology encounters, performed by 62 radiologists at 23 hospitals, and analyzed for appropriate CPT code use. CPT codes selected by medical staff were reviewed by nonclinical coding experts, who determined correct coding by consensus. Radiologists coded correctly 242 of 549 interventional radiology cases (44%). Experts (ie, nonclinicians) were initially concordant in 497 of 549 cases (91%), with only a minimal tendency towards over-coding. Expert coding differences were explained by simple code oversights, coding guideline ambiguity, and physician documentation ambiguity.8

A second large audit involved evaluating coding data for 1,174 interventional radiology encounters in 736 patients. CPT codes from physicians were compared with experienced interventional radiology physician coders. In this audit, 82% of encounters were initially coded correctly by the physician coders, with a small net tendency toward under-coding. The overall net errors were only minor, and more complex cases were much more likely to be coded erroneously than less complex cases. Experienced physician coders committed significantly fewer errors than other physicians.8

This perception of underpayment as a result of under-coding is not entirely without issues. PCT commissioners are also concerned about the level of errors in coding, and also about the implication that foundation trusts are faced with financial incentives to (code up) activities, a phenomenon referred to as ‘HRG drift’. Thus far there is little conclusive evidence of HRG drift, but HRG codes require continual updating, and the coding process as a whole requires rigorous audit.9 Certainly, our audit demonstrates slight over-coding by nonclinical coders, as well as a lack of recognition of the additional equipment used in the procedures, resulting in £8,800 of underpayment in a two-year period. This is not consistent with a pattern of HRG drift.

In 2007, the Royal College of Radiologists, together with the NHS information authority, has attempted to improve

---

### Table 2 Results of interventional radiology coding audit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coding</th>
<th>Cost as calculated by radiologist under PBR (£)</th>
<th>Cost as calculated by coder under PBR (£)</th>
<th>Cost excess by coders (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elective</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>119664</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonelective</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>79580</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>199244</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Total cohort n = 131.
Abbreviation: PBR, payment by results.


---
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the situation by developing new HRGs, as a result of an expert working group. Using their considerable expertise, the working group, containing senior interventional radiologists, developed six HRG bands covering interventional radiology procedures, with remuneration ranging from £500–£30,000.10

Also, from April 2009, interventional radiology procedures are now to be ‘unbundled’ from the main tariffs. Currently interventional radiology procedures may account for much of the patient’s treatment, but they are not reimbursed separately from the patient’s whole stay. The HRG design includes a whole new section (chapter HRB) which is intended to enable interventional radiology procedures to be separately identified (unbundled from the core HRG). There are now ten interventional radiology-specific unbundled HRGs.11 This development is promising, and should improve the specialty’s funding and prominence, but it also adds increasing complexity, and will require strong clinician engagement to ensure the coding is accurate.

Limitations of this audit are chiefly that there was only one clinical, and one nonclinical coder. We have assumed the clinical coder to be the more accurate of the two, but, ideally, to assess interobserver variation, the performance of both coders should have been compared with at least one other clinical, and one nonclinical coder.

Conclusion

At present, coding in complex subspecialties like vascular interventional radiology, requires more clinical input and engagement, to ensure that the case complexity is accurately reflected in the codes assigned, and in the subsequent reimbursement. The development in the UK of even more complicated unbundled HRGs for interventional radiology should improve funding within the specialty, but will require clinicians in the subspecialty to play a far more active role in the coding process.
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